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Statues 37 Feet High
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The LURE of the PACIFIC and Its ISLANDS
Where the Natives' Fairy Godnttother, the Coco-n11tt Palm, Waves Aloft its Feathery
Head, r~urnishing Food, Drink, a Roof, and Fibre for Baskets, Ropes and Nets
ACIFIC OCEAN.
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Stretching 9,300 miles

'

left. Diseases were left in the wake of the
great sailing-vessels or in the trail of the
steamers' smoke. The bodies of the islanders,
from time immemorial free from ·the attack
of disease, had slight power to resist sickness;
so they fell, and continued to fall, easy victims
to the scourges of civilization.
.
Scattered through the island groups, from
ON DRESS PARADE
one side of the ocean almost to the other, are
found the remains of an
·ancient race of skilled
builders. Ruins have
been discovered of huge
altars, tombs, and dwellings built of great blocks
of stone carefully fitted
together withou·t mortar.
Traces exist in some
places of houses built out
over the sea, of canals,
and of gigantic piers and
breakwaters.

the frozen seas of the South Polar zone, and
nearly half-way round the earth along the
Equator, from the coast of South America
to the tip of the Malay Peninsula, this giant
of waters occupies one-third of the earth's
surface, a region of mystery and adventure
greater than all the land A SAMOAN WARRIOR
area of the world combined.
It is the d eepest of
oceans, averaging two
and a-half miles, and
reaching its maximum
near Mindanao, where
yawns a watery chasm
measuring 32,088 feet
3,086 feet deeper than the
tallest mountain of the
Himalayas. It washes
the shores of four continents Asia, North and
South America, and AusEaster Island
tralia and its waters
On tiny Easter Island,
mingle in the south-east
over 1,000 miles from
with the Atlantic Ocean,
any o t h er inhabited
and in the south-west
island , are found great
with the Indian Ocean.
walls and platforms 30
When white men first
feet high, surmounted by
landed on its islands the
pedestals upon which
inhabitants were like
on c e stood colossal
statues, now lying near
. happy children who never
grew up. Tall, magnifiby. These statues,
cent men and handsome
crumbling with age, still
WOPJ.en they were for the
show resemblance to the
most part, and apparhuman form. The largest
ently they had not a care
is 37 feet high, and ·i n a
in the world. Coco-nuts
quarry on the other side
and bread-fruit grew wild
of the island is a figure
at the doors of their
half cut out from the
huts. The surrounding This is the sort of costume the Polynesians used to wear volcanic rock, . which
waters were filled with
for ceremonial occasions in the old cannibal days.
measures 70 feet. On
turtles and fish, ready for the net. For some of the stones are traced geometrical
clothing they had little need. Disease was figures and the shapes of animals. Some of
virtually unknown.
these statu es are now at the British l\1useum.
Explorers Who Became Settlers
Who were these builders, whence did they
The :fil;st explorers frequently became. so come, and whither did they go ~ The natives
fascinated that they forgot their homes and who lived on these islands when the white
settled down among the natives for the re- men first arrived knew no more about the puzzle
mainder of their days. But to-day the peoples than we do to-day.
who used to live in such care-free happiness
The western shores of the. Americas are
are rapidly vani&hing.
remarkably unbroken, the coast islands off
On certain isla.nrls, where a hundred years southern Chile, the Gulf of California, and the
ago thousands lived, a few score perhaps are long chain of Aleutian Islands off Alaska being
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